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JCM Global Brings Security, Connectivity to FADJA 2018
LAS VEGAS (March 20, 2018) – Casino operators across Colombia and throughout Latin America rely on JCM
Global to help protect their assets and increase customer connections. Now in booth #37A at FADJA 2018, JCM will
show its award-winning product line that features innovative technologies to boost security and deepen customer
connections.
JCM will show a range of bill validation products beginning with iVIZION®. It is known worldwide for its powerful
combination of sensing and anti-fishing technologies, including its CIS technology that scans the entire note or ticket,
reading more than 9.5 million data points on every note, more than twice that of the nearest competitor.
The TBV is exceptionally popular throughout Latin America because it accepts single note and bulk note
transactions, accepts multiple denominations and currencies simultaneously, and its bulk note feeder accepts up to
50 notes for quick processing of large stacks.
iPRO-RC combines high levels of security with the efficiency of note recycling, and the RDM processes notes at an
incredible 6 notes per second, with a 250-note capacity reduces load frequency.
JCM’s powerful GEN5 thermal printer is equipped with a faster CPU and faster print speed, and has the flexibility to
print TITO and promotional tickets, and various wager tickets and templated promo coupon
Next, JCM’s PromoNet floor-wide promotional couponing system helps operators directly reach both carded and
uncarded players across the casino floor, increasing customer connections and improving the customer experience.
Last, JCM’s BlueWave™ firmware upload tool makes firmware upgrades fast, simple, and easy.
Visit JCM in booth #37A at FADJA 2018, online at www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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